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ABSTRACT.    Let D(\) = a    + sT.a.e       , where the  a's ate giv-

en complex constants, with  "a, ¡¿0, %'?_, |a,|  < oo.  Let  (A, I, k = 1, 2,

■••   , denote the sequence of distinct zeros of D(A), labeled in order of

increasing modulus, and with multiplicities  m, >   1.  Let i^/x)( denote

the sequence of functions  \x!exp(\,x):  j = 0, •• • , m,  — 1;  k = 1, 2, •• ■ ;

0  < x   < lj.   We show that for each  p,  1 <  p < oo, there is a sequence {\pSx)\

in  L  (0, 1)  (pa = p + q)   such that (<p„ uV  ) = 8,   .  Then we show that
L l      m Lm

{4> A is complete in L (0, 1), 1 < p < oo, and for 1 < p < oo, we find a sub-

space of L (0, 1) such that the biorthogonal expansion / = 2, _,(/, iAl)'£j,

is valid in the norm of L  (0, 1).

1. Introduction.  For fixed p, 1 < p < oo, let T = T(p) denote the linear

operator taking Lp(0, 1)  into Lp(0, 1)   defined by  T72 = z/   ', where the do-

main D = D(T(p))  consists of all absolutely continuous members 22  of

Lp(0, 1)  such that 22(1) e L^O, 1), and such that

OO

(1.1) aQ22(0) + ¿2  aku(l/k) = 0,
k=l

when the a, 's are as given above.  Then it is easily verified that the eigen-

values of T  are the zeros of D(X), the eigenfunctions are of the form

exp(À.x), and the generalized eigenfunctions are of the form x7exp(A,x).

For 1 < p < 00, D(T(p)) is dense in Lp(0, 1), so an adjoint operator T  :

Lq(0, 1) —> Lq(0, 1) exists.  The sequence {i/f,! thus consists of the eigen-

functions and generalized eigenfunctions of T  .   The proofs of the state-

ments concerning completeness and the behavior of the biorthogonal expan-

sions thus depend upon obtaining suitable estimates for the resolvent oper-

ator R(X, T)  of  T  for large  |A|.

Since |D(A)| < Ke>   I   for some constant K, we see that D(X) is an ex-

ample of an entire function of exponential type [3, p. 84].  In addition, the
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condition aQa. ^ 0   implies that

(1.2) lim     |D(x)|>0, lim    |D(x)|e~x>0.
X—.— oo x—.+00

Thus by suitably modifying the statement of Theorem (d) in [3, p. 418] to

take into account the change of interval and the possibility of multiple zeros,

we see that the completeness of the system  {cf>, \ in Lp(0, 1), 1 < p < oo,

can be proved without reference to differential operators.

The advantage in our approach is that we obtain the additional  informa-

tion concerning the behavior of the biorthogonal expansion. In the course of

the discussion, we shall see that the partial sums of the biorthogonal ex-

pansion can be related to the partial sums of the usual Fourier series expan-

sion.  Furthermore, the operator T  has an infinite number of boundary values,

so that our method is of interest as an approach to the spectral theory of

such operators.

Ordinary differential operators with infinitely many boundary values

have been discussed in [4] and [5]. The idea of using boundary conditions

such that the corresponding D(X)  has as frequencies the infimum and su-

premum of its frequencies can be found in [4].  The eigenfunction expansion

theorem in [4], while appearing plausible, is based on Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3

of [4], which appear to be false.

2. The adjoint and the resolvent of T. Since 22  is continuous and

72(1) e L^O, 1), we see that u(x) = 22(1) - \~lxj(t)dt, where / £ Lp(0,  1). To

impose the condition (1.1), introduce the notation

00 00

A = ¿2 <V       Hix) = «o +    ¿2   «/    for    !/(£ + 1) < x < 1/k-
k=0 l=k+1

Then we see that u £ D(T)  if and only if

(2.1) u(x) = u(l)- f f(t)dt,       22(1)A= j1 f(t)H(t)dt,       f£Lp(0,l).

Using (2.1), we see that the adjoint relationship (T22, v) = (u, w) holds for

all u e D(T)  and some v, w in Lq(0,  1)  if and only if

(2.2) vix) = - [* w{t)dt + aHix),       X<x=  f w{x) dx,       w £ L«(0, l).
Jo •> 0

This characterizes T  . Since f*w(t)dt is continuous, we see that v(x)

has jump discontinuities at the points x = l/k, k = 2, 3, • • • .  Thus to

solve the equation T v = Xv, we consider all functions of the form
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(2.3) v(x)=e~Xx  ¿2 8.xAx),
*-l

where y,   is the characteristic function of the interval /, = (l/(k + 1), 1/k),

and the S.'s ate selected so that  v £ Lq(0, 1). We then seek to determine

those values of X tot which the <5' s can also be selected so that v  satis-

fies (2.2).  Straightforward computation shows that we must have D(X) = 0,

so the eigenvalues v,   of T     satisfy v, = A, . In addition, the algebraic

and geometric multiplicities for A,   and v,   coincide.  Consequently, if

!$ ., : 0 < ; < 772. — 1S  and {W., : 0 < / < m, — 1 \  denote the eigenfunctions

and generalized eigenfunctions of T  and T , respectively, at A.   and v.,

then we have

(2 4) (O.,, ¥,) = §.  S .(t-1*/ v    lk'      lr kr   im^-i

If we let {iff A denote the sequence of functions *P., , & = 1, 2, ■••, then

with appropriate labeling, (</>,, iff-) = S, ..

To find an expression for the resolvent of T, we note that for fixed

/ £ Lp(0, 1), the differential equation  z/   ' = Xu + f has absolutely contin-

uous solutions of the form

(2.5) Ax, X) = ceXx + eXx J* e~Xtfit)dt,

(2.6) Ax, X) = deXx - eXxP e~ Xtf{t) dt.

If A is not an eigenvalue of T, so that D(X) ^ 0, then  c, d can be uniquely

determined so that 22 £ D(T).  Let

k 00

(2.7) Dk(X) = ¿2 VX/Z'       Rk{X) = öo +    £    aleX/l-

Let f .F denote the integral of F  over the interval J,.  Then

(2.8) u(x, X) = -D~\X) ¿2    Í DAX)eKx-t)f{t)dt+ f* eX(x"¿)/W dt,
k=l  Jk Jo

OO

(2.9) u(x, X) = D~l(X)  Z   /   RAX)eX(x-^f(t)dt- f eX(x-»f{t)dt.
k= 1     k

Consequently,
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(2.10) u(x, A) = - R(X, T)/=   P G(x, t, X)f(t)dt,
<J o

where the Green's function G  of T  is given by

(2.11) G(x,t,X) = D-l(X)R(X)eX(x-'\      0<t<x<l,tel
K k'

(2.12) G(x, t, X) = D^l(X)Dk(X)eX(x-t\       0<x<t<l,telk

It is also useful to define

(2.13) T(x, t, X) = ex(x~ °,       0 < t < x < 1, SA < 0,

(2.14) r(x, t, A)=0,       0 <x</< 1, KA<0,

(2.15) T(x, r, A) = 0,       0 <r<x< 1, 9U > 0,

(2.16) Hx, i, A)=-eX(x-'>,        0<x<t<l,5(X>0.

Then from (2.8) and (2,9), we see that

(1YG(x, t, X)-r(x, t,X)]f(t)dt
J 00

(2.17)
OO

-D-l(X)  £   /  D^e^-'VWoV       (ÍRA < 0) □
J k

fe-1

OO

(2.18) =D-!(A)  Z    f  Rk{\)e*x-t'f{t)dt       (ÍRA>0).
fe=l     *

Let CD   denote the contour |A| = R. Note that
2\ '

-¿■JL  r(x,i,A)^ = ̂ ^i),
2í" Jcr Ax-t)

the Dirichlet kernel for the Fourier transform.

3. The completeness and expansion theorems. The following theorem

is a summary of results which can be found in [3, Chapter VI, §2].

Theorem 3.1. The zeros {XA of D(X) lie in a strip |iRA| < h for some

h > 0. The number of zeros of D(X) in any rectangle |9\A| < h, t < SX < t +

1, is bounded by a constant not depending on  t. If S > 0  is given, then

(3.1) |D_1(A)| <K|e"A|,      $A>0,       |A-AJ>S,

(3.2) |D-HA)|<K,      ftA^O,       |A-A|>S.
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Note that estimates (3.1), (3.2) use the condition aQa. 4 0.  In addition,

since the sequence  {X, \ is not too dense, for each  r> 0  sufficiently large,

the annulus 2r < |A| < 3r contains a circle CR   such that |A - A, | > 8 tot all

A,   when  A is on  C„, provided S > 0  is sufficiently small.

Theorem 3.2.   The eigenfunctions of T are complete in  Lp(0, 1), 1 < p

< oo.

Proof.  We show that R(X, T)  satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 in

[2]. The assumption, there, that R(X, T) is a compact operator is merely a

convenience to insure that the residue of R(X, T) at X,   has the form given

in [2, equation (1.1)].  In the present case, we have verified directly in §2

that the projections  P,   have the required form. In fact, for p = 1, it is un-

likely that R(X, T) is compact.

Thus it remains to show that  ||R(A, T)||    < ^J^-l^ for some p  and suffi-

ciently large |A|^|A, |.  Using (2.7), we see that if A is on  C„,|A-A,|>

<5, and ÍRA> 0, then

(3.3) \D-l(X)Rk(X)\ < K\expMl/(k+ l))"1!!,   |D"1(A)Dfe(A)| < K,

while for ÍRA < 0,

(3.4) \D~HX)Rk(X)\ < K,       \D-\X)DkiX)\ < K\eX/k\.

K  stands for an absolute constant, not necessarily the same on each occur-

rence. For fixed / £ Ik, we obtain from (2.11), (2.12), (3.3), (3.4), for íRA>0,

|G(x, t, X)\ < KexpUXYx - 1 - t+ l/k + 1]\<K,       t < x,

| Gix, t, X)\ <K exp |!RA(x - t) \ < K,       x < t,

while for ÍRA < 0,

\Gix, t, X)\ <Kexp{3iXix - t)}<K,       t < x,

\Gix, t, X)\ < Kexp{iRA(x- /+ l/k)\< K,       x < t.

Thus  |G(x, t, A)| < K, uniformly in x, t, and R, provided |A— A,| > S. Thus

for each p, 1 < p < oo, \\R(X, T)\\    < K.

To discuss the convergence of the biorthogonal expansion of /, let

R

(3.5) K(x, t, R) - -L f     YG(x, t, X) - T(x, t, A)] ¿A,
Z7TI    -'C D

(3.6) (JRf)(x) = Po K(x, t, R)f(t) dt.

Then using (2.10), we have
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(3.7) i- PR RU, T)/.A = ÍR_r fiL^Zi> /(l) o", - (/r/)(x).

Since the first term on the right side of (3-7) converges to / in the norm of

Lp(0, 1), 1 < p < oo, the biorthogonal expansion will be valid for those /

such that /„/ converges to zero as R-—> oo.

Lemma 3.1.   For R > 0 sufficiently large,

\K(x, t, R)\ < Mi[l - x+ t- l/k+ I]-1 +Yx- t+ 1/k]-1],

(3.8)
0 < x < 1,   t £ ¡k.

Proof.  Let CR  denote that portion of CR   in the right half-plane, and

similarly for CR.  Then

\K(x, t, R)\ <M j + \c-r\\dx\ + J_|G-r||rfA|l.
. CR CR J

Since, from (2.17) and (2.18),

G(x, t, X) - r(x, t,X) = - D- 1(X)D,(X)eX(x-t)     (ÍÍU .< 0)
(3.9)

= D-1(A)R,(A)eX(x-')       (SA>0),
fe —

we see that using the estimates (3.3), (3.4), for t £ I,   and 0 < x < 1,

|G(x, t, X) - r(x, t, A)| < M exp Rix + 1/k - /) cos 0,

(3-10) rr/2 < 0 < 32T/2,

|G(x, t, A) - T(x, t, A)| < M exp R(x - 1 - t + l/k + l) cos 0,

(3-11) -77/2  <0<77/2.

Using the inequality cos 0 > 2Ö/77 + 1 for —rr/2 < 0 < 0, similar inequalities

for the other values of 0, and using I^AI =Rd0, we can make the appropriate

substitutions in (3.10) and (3.11), and then integrate directly, obtaining (3.8)»

Lemma 3.2.   Let f e C [O, 1]  satisfy f(l/k) = 0, all k, and assume

f(x) = 0 if 0 < x < l/L  for some integer L.  Then

(3.12) K/R/)WI <7¿í Hk^ t)\f{l)it)\ dt,
k=l    k

where H,   is the right side of (3.8).

Proof.   Since fke~Xtf(t)dt = (l/X)Ake~Xtf {X\t)dt, we see that
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where

i}Rf)ix)'P0Kl(x,t1R)fíl)it)dt,

Kj(x, t, r) = -U jc   i YGix, t, X) - T(x, t, A)]dX.

We then repeat the estimates from Lemma 3.1, starting with a factor of l/R.

For g e Lp(0, 1), let \\gJP = fk\g(t)\p dt, and for h £ L°°(0, 1), let

IIaJ«, = ess sup{|ÄW|: * e /feJ.

Theorem 3.3.  // / £ L^O, 1), 1< p < oo, if f . />g, z^Äere g £ L^O, 1),

/> £ L°°(0,  1), and if ill^tll^i 'S in  lq (Pq = P + q), then there exists a con-

stant Kp(h) > 0 such that \\}Rf\\    < Kp(h)\\g\\p, R — oo.

Proof.  Let Fk(x) = fkHA[x, t)\f(t)\ dt, 0 < x < 1.  Then using Lemma 3.1,

we have
oo

\ijRf)ix)\<M  L   |F,(x)|.
fe-1

Since the Hilbert transform is a bounded linear transformation of  Lp(0, 1) —>

L^O,  1) for  1 < p < oo, we see that

[il\Pk^\Pdt]i/P<Hp\\fk\\P<Hp\\hkUskWP'

Since {\\h,\\    ] is in  lq and !||g,||. i  is in  lp, we have

(oo \l/9     /oo \l/p

,(*)B«Hp-

Theorem 3.4.  // / satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2, then

lim 0      || /R-ooll.TR'  lip
0,   1  < p < oo.

Proof. Since /'  ' is zero for x < l/L, let A be the characteristic func-

tion of [l/L, 1].  Then using (3.12),

ll/R/ll,<Ü/R)V*)||/(1)||,.

Theorem 3.5.  // / satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3, then

1-lf-rL      RiK  T)f7772     -f C. _
dX 0    as   R

Proof.   By Theorem 3.3, the linear operator g  — JR(kg) is uniformly

bounded on L^O, 1), and by Theorem 3.4,  it converges to zero on a dense
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subspace of L^O, 1).  Thus JR(hg)  converges to zero for all g in  Lp(0, 1).

The result follows then from equation (3.7).
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